from angle to stair tread tile
DESIGN + FUNcTION

GRAVEL BLEND
Concept ceramics
SURFACES · STAIRS · endings

GRAVEL BLEND

Concept ceramics from a single source.
For surfaces, stairs and endings.
For comfortable planning and
Perfect application.
Planning without execution is futile. Execution without
planning is usually fatal. However, a concept facilitates
planning and execution.
GRAVEL BLEND is a range of coordinated heavy clay ceramics
boasting innovative spirit and market leader convenience.
A variety of trim pieces, frost resistance and fully decorated
borders.

From the classic split tile through large formats and up to
innovative balcony edge closures. Creating borders using
sophisticated ceramic solutions. Contemporary, reduced
straight-edged design: loft stairs and loft angles. The original.
For fixed or loose laying. Calibrated or with self-reliant joints.
GRAVEL BLEND takes its inspiration from the design of the
fine-grained matrix and appearance of a particularly resistant

natural stone, which, known as conglomerate - or also
natural concrete – was formed millions of years ago in the
alluvial plains of the primeval Alpine streams. GRAVEL BLEND
is also created by means of a classic production process, which
makes ceramics very resistant. This is known as extrusion of
moist raw clay. A manufacturing method on which STRÖHER
focuses.

Today, fired of course using the latest, state-of-the-art kiln
technology, one can obtain not only slabs with a trendy,
archaic appearance, but also a particularly weather-resistant,
slip-resistant and hygienic flooring. Which is permanent. And,
provided the joints stay maintained, it will remain firmly laid.

8031 Keraplatte®
30 x 30 cm
R 10/A

961 BROWN

8062 Keraplatte®
30 x 60 cm
calibrated, R 10/A

960 BEIGE

GRAVEL BLEND

0186 terrace slab
40 x 80 x 2 cm
calibrated, R 10/A

9441
loft stair tread corner®

9430
loft stair tread tile®

963 BLACK

962 GREY

4817
loft angle tile®

8102
skirting

9010
riser corner

GRAVEL BLEND

Maintenance: as “easy” as it is “effective”.
Gravel Blend features an Extrutec® Hardglaze 3
glaze. This special hard glaze improves not only the
slip resistance in wet conditions, but also the ease of
maintenance and resistance to dirt accumulation.

The laying: as “safe” as it is “simple”.
Gravel Blend terrace slabs are made from a robust
20 mm solid mass which provides the necessary
weight when loose laying. In the case of more
permanent installation, the highly structured rearside texture also provides the necessary adhesive
strength.
Using the Extrutec® Body Technology, optimal torsional and planimetric values can be achieved in the
40 x 80 cm format. And thanks to the closed edge
surfaces, considerably less grout is required.
Fixed installation remains the only solution: against
moss accumulation, algae, insects and a wobbly
surface – and for a good foothold and low-maintenance hygiene. Which is permanent!
For a fixed installation in outside areas, STRÖHER
offers a 25-year frost resistance warranty* in the
40 x 80 x 2 cm format, provided the slabs have
been laid professionally in single grain mortar with
cross-joints. In the 30 x 60 cm format with professional laying with continuous lines, in accordance
with valid standards and data sheets.

TECHNICAL Specifications
GrAVEL BLEND
Extruded stoneware, glazed, DIN EN 14411, Gr. AIb

Format no.
Description
Nominal size (cm)
Production size (mm)

0186
terrace slab 1)

8062
Keraplatte® 1)

8031
Keraplatte®

4817
loft angle tile® 1) 2)

40 x 80

30 x 60

30 x 30

30

794 x 394 x 20

594 x 294 x 10

294 x 294 x 10

294 x 175 x 52 x 10

pieces per bundle
pieces per m2/rm incl. joint

9430
loft stair tread
tile® 1) 2)
30

9441
loft stair tread
corner® 1) 2) 3)
30

294 x 340 x 35 x 11 340 x 340 x 35 x 11

8102
skirting

9010
riser corner 1)

30

-

294 x 73 x 8

157 x 52 x 52 x 10

2

6

11

6

4

1

18

2

3,130

5,50

11,00

3,30

3,30

-

3,30

-

pieces per pallet

50

240

572

192

100

78

3.240

-

m2/rm per bundle

0,64

1,09

1,00

1,82

1,21

-

5,45

-

m2/rm per pallet

16,00

43,64

52,00

58,18

30,30

-

981,82

-

bundles per pallet

25

40

52

32

25

78

180

-

kg per pallet

680

877

955

278

234

281

1.257

-

kg per piece

13,600

3,654

1,670

1,450

2,340

3,600

0,388

0,400

kg per m /rm

42,500

20,097

18,370

4,785

7,722

-

1,280

-

kg per bundle

27,200

21,924

18,370

8,700

9,360

3,600

6,984

0,800

slip resistance

R 10/A

R 10/A

R 10/A

R 10/A

R 10/A

R 10/A

-

-

5

5

5

5

5

5

-

-

2

load group

Completely frost-resistant
*25 year guarantee

STRÖHER
hard glaze

Variety of
trim pieces

Fade-free and
colourfast

Easy maintenance
and hygienic

PEI 5
Abrasion resistant

Anti-slip

In compliance with
DIN EN

Variety of
accessories

Ecofriendly

Resistant to
chemicals

Glow and fireproof

Anti-static

= calibrated.
= The marked trim pieces are to be used in accordance with the applicable
instructions for use from STRÖHER GmbH as well as applicable standards
and informational leaflets. For further information please see catalogue
pages 134 ff. or visit our website under www.stroeher.de.
3)
= he 340 mm tread depth of the loft stair tread corner® allows flexible use
and adjustment, even for non-standard stairs. The formats shown are
illustrative drawings and are not binding. All information without guarantee.
1)

2)

* STRÖHER is the only German manufacturer offering a 25-year frost resistance
guarantee on the following extruded products that have been correctly installed
by a qualified professional tiler: Keraplatte® Aera X, Keraplatte® Roccia X, Keraplatte® Asar X, Keraplatte® Epos, Keraplatte® Aera, Keraplatte® Aera T, Keraplatte®
Roccia, Keraplatte® Asar, Keraplatte® Terra, Keraplatte® Duro, TerioTec® terrace
slab, TerioTec® X terrace slab, TerioTec® X Profile terrace slab, Gravel Blend, Riegel
50, Handstrich, Steinlinge, Glanzstücke, Zeitlos, Keravette®, Keraprotect® and
Stalotec®. Please find further explanations in our general terms and conditions..

GRAVEL BLEND

STRÖHER GmbH, Ströherstraße 2–10, D-35683 Dillenburg
Tel.: +49 (0) 2771 391-0, Fax: +49 (0) 2771 391-340, E-Mail: info@stroeher.de, www.stroeher.de

